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About This Content

6 Street Fighter and 6 Tekken characters join the battle, for a total of 12 new fighters!

Characters Included

Sakura
Blanka
Guy
Cody
Elena
Dudley
Lars
Alisa
JACK-X
Bryan
Christie
Lei
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Minimum Requirements at 800x600 resolution @ 30FPS):
OS: Windows XP
Processor: Intel Dual Core 1.8GHz (or higher) or AMD Athlon II X2 (or higher)
Memory: 1GB (or higher)
Hard Disk Space: 10GB of free space
Video Card: nVidia GF6600 (or higher) or ATi X1600 (or higher) with 256MB of RAM
DirectX®: 9.0c
Sound: DirectSound compatible, DirectX 9.0c (or higher) compatible
Other Requirements: Online play requires software installation of and log-in to Games For Windows - LIVE

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian
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Fun little game. I wish it had faster turning. Seems right for the price.. Both are adorable dorks. I like the anime guy more, and
he has himself in a fine mess between his duty and heart. Ok volume.. It bills itself as a colony management sort of game, and
while there is some of that early on, and a considerable hurdle to overcome initially. It quickly becomes clear that this game is
primarily a visual novel. A visual novel with a lot of ways to die mind you, but a visual novel nonetheless.

Which is not to say it is not more fun than that genre deserves to be, the story is interesting and I already want to go back and
explore certain other options associated with the end game.

For the price you get a fun and intriguing sci-fi story with some sadly underutilized characters.. I really enjoyed it! Loved the
atmosphere,the story and the characters! Kamal and Eloy are my favorites though! And Rene! Shes definetely the best out of the
female characters(yea im gonna hold a grudge against Licia for a long time, i just wish the protag has scolded her a bit before
forgiving and hugging it out).

The other minus for me is the complete lack of CGs like in the other Winter Wolves game "Colonial Defense"(unless you count
one for each romance). I would really love for future games to have more of them. But it still didnt really lessen my enjoyment
of the game that much:)

And im gonna be repetitive, but i would love to see a sequel!:D

Saying it all i hope the developer continues making more BL games or at least games that provide such option alongside others..
Amazing. It's like an hidden object game, but goes far enough beyond that to create it's own genre..It's worlds better than any of
the hidden object games out there.. tldr: Not a bad way to pass 10 minutes + It's free, No reason not to play really.

Pros: The art. The whole thing is pretty cute.

Cons: Pointless white-noise music, the screen is dark most of the time so you can't see the objectives you're frantically clicking
on.
And you'll be frantically clicking a lot.
The puzzles are too easy as well.. Shooting Robots has never been so much fun and for only 50c this game is well worth it, still
needs a fair bit of work as the game is stll in early access but it has a lot of potential. Looking forward to playing the final
release.
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Very fun couch combat game. Hours of fun guaranteed! I am playing with my brothers and we are having an awesome time
competing against each other. The co-op mode is challenging too. It took some time to get all those damn stars!. its a fun endless
runner. Tom Clancy's Rainbow Six 3 is, for my opinion, the best game in Tom Clancy's Games series.

The plot in the game is really simple: some bad guys want to rule the world and we must stop them.
But the story isn't important in tactical FPS. The main thing is gameplay. And gameplay is really great.
At the beginning of every mission, we have briefing. In the briefing we'll know our objectives, how many terrorists on the level
and other information. Then we should choose who will go on the mission. There are more than 50 persons in the game. We can
choose evryone from the beginning, we mustn't unlock them during the game. Then we equip our operatives.We change their
uniform, weapons, gadgets and others. After equipping our team, we should have a plan. This is the most interesting thing in the
game. We make checkpoints to our team. Our team will go to these checkpoints. Also we can point, where should operatives
throw grenade, or where should they wait another team.
After we are ready, we are going to the "battlefield". We can control EVERYONE in our teams. Usually on missions there are 2
or 3 teams. Usually you should kill all terrorists or rescue all hostages. Sometimes you should deactivate the bomb or plant bugs
in the computers. Terrorist die from 1 or 2 shots. But you also die from 1 or 2 shots, so this game is hard.
The graphics are still good for our days. Yeah, not Crysis, but Raven Shield is from 2003! The controls in game are not
comfortable, because there are a lot of options: open doors silently, order your teammates, change operative and etc.
Also there is cool multiplayer. There is not a lot of players, but it is not hard to find them. Usually on servers you should
eliminate all terrorists. Also in Gold Edition includes Athena Sword, short campaign with new objectives, operatives and new
missions with time limit.
This game is very cool, the best tactical FPS of all times. People who love such kind of games will love it. Other players should
also try this game. And it's cheap - $5.99!. I have a controller and a keyboard and this game is trash.
Sorry, it's the truth
. -a good thriller.
-intresting plot.
-graphics arent bad.
-too short, but its free\/demo.
-free.
-the main voice actor wasnt good, the other are ok.
-realistic inventory system.
-glitch right at the end of the game.

nice work really
. I can't remember where I read about Gunman Taco Truck, but I know that the concept made me laugh. I've never played any
games before (other than the kind on Facebook). I kinda knew what Steam was, but I had to ask a gamer friend for more info
about it. I got Steam installed, found Gunman Taco Truck, installed it, started playing (on Easy) and promptly died. :-)

I'm awful at shoot-'em-up games, but I'm having SO much fun with this one! I love discovering new things as I travel to
different cities. The slot machine games are fun, especially when you're just a bit short of having enough scrap for an upgraded
truck. There are so many interesting elements to this game that I'm never bored while playing. I die often, but that doesn't
discourage me at all, because there are new ways to play when starting over.

I definitely recommend this game. If an almost 50-year-old female with absolutely no gaming experience can have fun with it,
you can too.. A fun, little side scrolling shooter that puts you in the 8bit shoots of a cop turned hitman in search of revenge for
his brother, enjoy my short video..

https:\/\/youtu.be\/tZAaRwoBtFY
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